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idently solicits, Can give
ts unrivalled efficacy/tn n¿
oughly mastering, (he
to which it has been successful^
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blains.
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survive, his only care, so far as concerned lodged and fed and attended to, we turers were near. They never re-ap
Cure for the Summer Complaint.—Six
the living world, was for his mother, who cannot help looking on the other side, peared. Hour after hour went by, drops of laudanum to half a tumbler
he feared would suffer very severly from and imagining for every one his own until hope itself began to fail. Oc full of rice water ; half a tumbler full
EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
her loss if not altogether sink under it.
It particular misery.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
The houses ap casionally a rocket? gleamed in the of the mixture to be taken every three
Office on (he Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. was his most anxious wish that some means) pear like palaces ; but the idlest spec darkness, or a sullen gun was heard or four hours.
This simple remedy
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
should be used to prevent her being over
tator
may
7
be
assured
of
it
as
one
of
may
be
given
to
infants,
children or at
from
the
frigate,
as
signals
to
the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— powered by grief; and an expedient for
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which I hat purpose at length suggested itself to the incontrovertible decrees of Provi-( boats ; but the eyes that should have any period of life, and has never failed
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
dence—that there is a skeleton in every \ seen the first were sightless, and the of giving immediate relief, *and, if per
paper discontinued, except at the. option oi the pub him. He wrote a letter to his mother, in- )
severed in for a few days, it invariably
last tolled on the ears of the dead.
lisher, until'all arrearages are paid.
forming her of his illness, but not of its house.
1
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
effects a cure, however violent the dis
threatening
character,
and
requested
that
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
The Fate of “ The Intrepid.”—The
Every editor of a newspaper should order.
she would send him a shirt made by the
charged for its insertion.
passages from Cooper’s His- learn
'
happiest lady in all Naples, or she who ap- following
!
by* heart the fable of the man,®
of the American Navy, comprises jhis son and the jackass. As the poor
Cure for Cancer.—Mr. Thomas Tyrpeared the most free from the cares and tory
I
MISCELLANEOUS.
sorrows of this world, for he had taken a ione of the finest pieces of descriptive man
i
jvas reproved alike for leading rell of Missouri, advertises that a can
.A SKELETON IN EVERY HOUSE.
fancy for such an article, and had a notion writing in our language. The Amer- and
;
riding his ass, &c., so. an editor, cer upon his nose, which had been
When suffering under the pressure of our that by wearing it he should be speedily j
ican officers ofl the harbor
Tripoli •whether he write or let it alone, he be treated without success by Dr. Smith
own distresses, whether they are of reguk>. !
. -d, r be Comifess thought her son’s < are anxious to destroy the Beet of the ;
and tee ablest
a politicion or no politician, cannot of zleit
cbhtTOuance, or have come up of a sudden, requestratlter odd, but being loth to refuse
Dey. A little vessel is prepared as a please
i
all—and unless he come to the, in the western country, had been cured
we are apt to imagine that no individual in any thing that would give him even a vis
lhe surrounding world is so unfortunate as ionary satisfaction, she instantly set about floating mine to be sent in the gloom of <same determination with the aforesaid in the following manner :—He was
,
in the fable—to please himself— recommended to use strong potash,
we, or perhaps, that we stand altogether by her inquiry after the happiest lady in Na night and blown up close to the ene- man
«ur-selves in the calamity, or, at the most, ples, with the view of requesting her kind my’s fleet. Thirteen intrepid men vol- he is doomed to have a wretched time made of the ashes of red oak bark,
( it. If editors could “change shapes boiled down’to the consistence of mo
belong to a small body of unfortunates, form offices after the manner described. Her in unteer to guide her in—she sails.
of
The night was darker than usual, with Proteus to advantage,” they still lasses, to cover the cancer with it, and
ing an exception to all the rest of mankind. quiry was tedious and difficult ; every
We look to a neighbor, and seeing that he body she found, on searching nearer, to and the last that may be said to have could
(
not accommodate themselves to in about an hour afterward to overlay
is not afflicted with any open or palpable have her own share of troubles.—For some been seen of the“ Intrepid,” was the all
; dispositions. A newspaper is a kind it with a plaster of tar, which must
grievance, and makes no complaint oi any time she almost despaired ; but, having, shadowy forms of her canvass, as she of
, ollapodrida—-a dish of all sorts—and be removed after a few days, and if
which are hidden from our eyes, we con nevertheless, persevered, she was at length steered slowly, but steadily, into the
it is hard if readers cannot pick out any protuberances remain in the
clude that he is a man entirely fortunate introduced to one—-a middle aged married
obscurity, where the eyes of the many something to suit their palates-—if they wound, apply more potash to them and
and happy, while we are never free from lady—who not only appeared to have all
anxious spectators fancied they could find such they should not grumble that the plaster again, until they shall dis
•trouble of one kind or another, and in fact, the imaginable materials of worldly bliss,
appear ; after which heal the wound
appear as the very step-children of Provi but bore every external mark of being still trace her dim outline, most proba other ingredients are mixed for other
with
common salve. Cautery and the
bly
after
it
had
totally
disappeared.
tastes.
If
editors
are
not,
like
the
In

dence. For every particular evil which cheerful and contented in her situation. To
besets us, we find a contrast in the exactly this fortunate dame, the Countess preferred This sinking into the gloom of night dian Chief, broiled on living coals, they knife had been previously used in vain.
opposite circumstances of some other per her request, making the circumstances of was no bad image of the impenetrable can at least say with him, that they do This treatment effected a speedy and
son, and by the pains of envy, perhaps add the case her only excuse for so strange an mystery that has veiled the subsequent not lie on a bed of roses. It is a life perfect cure.
materially to the real extent of our distress application.
proceedings of the gallant party on of toil and anxiety, and seldom affords
es. Are we condemned to a severe toil for
Remedy against Ants.—Accident has
My dear Countess,” said the lady, board of her.
a remuneration half commensurate with
our daily bread, then we look up to him “ spare all apology, for, if I had really been
furnished an excellent recipe for des
When the “ Intrepid” was last seen the labor performed.
who gains it by some means less laborious. qualified for the task, I would most gladly
troying ants.
A merchant, whose
by the naked eye, she was not a mus
Have we little of worldly wealth, then do have undertaken it. — But if you will just
warehouse was infested by these des
ket
shot
from
the
mole,
standing
di

The death of Lady Hester Stanhope,
we compare ourselves with the affluent follow me to another room, I will prove to
One officer on in Syria, will be an event among the tructive insects, remarked on a sudden
man, who not only commands all these ne you that I am the most miserable woman rectly for the harbor.
that they had deserted one. particular
cessities of which we can hardly obtain a in Naples.” So saying she led the mother board the n'earest vessel, the “Nauti nations. To the Traveller, from eve
room ; and observation convinced him
sufficiency, but may luxuriate besides, which to a remote chamber, where there was lus,” is said, however, to have never ry country, her house was like the
we know only by name. Are we unbless nothing but a curtain.which hung from the lost sight of her with a night glass, but hospice of St. Bernard in the land that the circumstance was caused by a
barrel of fish oil which had been plac
ed with the possession of children, we pine ceiling to the floor. This being drawn a- even he could distinguish no more than of Tell.^
ed there ; he tried the experiment of
to see the superabundance, which charac side, she disclosed, to the horror of her vis her dim proportions. There is a vague
Pilgrims whose wandering feet have pressed
placing some of the oil round the plants
terizes another family, where they are less itor, a skeleton hanging from a beam ! rumor that she touched on the rocks,
The Switzer’s snow, the Arab’s sand,
far earnestly desired. Are we bereft of a “ Oh dreadful !” exclaimed the Countess ; but it does not appear to rest on suffi
in his garden, when he found it pro*
Or trod the piled leaves of the West,
succession of tenderly beloved friends or u what means this ?”
Our own green forest-land :
duced the effect of driving the ants
The lady looked cient authority to be entitled to abso
relatives, we wonder at the felicity of cer mournfully at her, and after a minute’s si
lutecredit. To the last moment she —all have been advantaged by her from the place in a few hours.
tain persons under our observation, who lence, gave the following explanation.
appears to have been advancing. hospitality, and the benefits of her
never knew what it was to wear mourning, “ This,” she said, “ was a youth who lov
The following toast was given by
influence in Palestine. She has been
in short no evil falls to our lot but we are ed me before my marriage, and whom I About this time the batteries began to
E.
Richardson, President of the Phila
Their shot is said to have been to the sojourners there, what the foun
apt to think ourselves its almost sole vic was obliged to part with, when my relations fire.
delphia
Typographical Society, at
tain
is
to
the
caravan
in
the
desert.
directed
toward
every
point
where
an
tims, and we either overlook a great deal of obliged me to marry my present husband.
We can scarcely conceive of a more their late annual meeting :— ,
the corresponding vexations of our fellow We afterwards renewed our acquaintance, enemy might be expected, and it is
would be a
creatures, or think in our anguish, that they though with no evil intent, and my hus not improbable that some vvere aimed interesting work than
The Evils of Rum.—It goes into our
memoir of this lady from her youth heads, throws us off our feet, puts us
are far less than ours.
band was so much infuriated at finding him against the ketch.
We remember a story in the course of one day in my presence, as to draw his
The period between the time when up. She was from the first, a wo out of register and sorts ; batters our
our reading, which illustrates this fallacy in sword and run him through the heart. Not the “ Intrepid” was last seen, and that man of spirit, determination, and ad forms, makes us to see * * s on a
a very striking manner. A widow of Na satisfied with this, he caused him to be hung when most of those ' who watched venture ; and though those qualities led cloudy night, causes us to make a
ples, named, if we recollect rightly, the up here, and every night and morning, since
s and knock
without the rocks learned her fate, was her and her friends into troubles with wrong use of our
Countess Corsini, had but one son remain then, has compelled me to come and survey
not very long. This was an interval the Queen and others, yet they de down the standing matter of others ;
ing to give her an interest in the world ; his remains.—To the world I may bear a
veloped that kind of independent he- brings us to tt’s point with our best
and he was a youth so , remarkable for the cheerful asp’ect, and seem to be possessed of of intense, almost of breathless expec
roineism, which however it may be friends; reduces us to the condition
tation,
and
it
was
interrupted
only
by
elegance of his person, and every graceful all the comforts of life ; but you may judge
condemned, must always be respect oifloor pi, gets us into the wrong box,
and amiable quality, that even if he had not if I can be really entitled to the reputation the flashes and roar of the enemy’s
ed.—Philadelphia Gaz.
guns.
Various
reports
exist
of
what
brings us before the bar, prematurely
stood in that situation of unusual tenderness which you have attributed to me, or
puts a period to our existence.
towards his mother, she might well have be qualified to execute your son’s commis those who gazed into the gloom be
Transparency of the Waters in North
been excused for beholding him with an ex sion.”
held, or fancied they beheld ; but one
The Countess Corsini readily acknowl melancholy fact alone would seem to ern Latitudes.—There
travagant degree of attachment.
When
is perhaps
It was formerly the practice among
this young gentlemen grew up, he was sent edged that her situation was most miserable, be beyond contradiction.
A fierce nothing which strikes a Northern Trav physicians to use a cane with a hollow
and
retired
to
her
own
house,
in
despair
of
to pursue his studies at the University of
and sudden light illuminated the pano eller more than the singular transpar head, the top of which was of gold,
Bologna, where he so well improved his obtaining what she was in quest- of, seeing
rama, a torrent of fire streamed up ency of the waters ; and the further pierced with holes, like a pepper box.
time, that he gained the affection of all who that, if an apparently happy woman had
ward, that in shape resembled the he penetrates into the arctic region, the This top contained a small quantity
knew him, on account of his singularly no such a secret sorrow as this, what were
great
eruption of Vesuvius as it has more forcibly is his attention rivetted of aromatic powder or of snuff; and
ble character and pleasing manner. Every those likely to have who bore no such ap
“ Alas,” she said to herself, been described by Pliny, and a con to this fact. At the depth of twen on entering a house or room where a
vacation he returned to spend a few months pearance.
with his mother, who never failed to mark “ no one is exempt from the disasters and cussion followed that made the cruis ty fathoms, or a hundred aud twenty disease supposed to be infectious pre
with delight the progress he had made, if sorrows of life—there is a skeleton in eve ers in the offing tremble from their feet, the whole surface of the ground vailed, the doctor would strike his cane
truck to their keel.-—This sudden is exposed to view. Beds composed on the floor to agitate the powder, and
not in his literary studies, at least in the cul ry house.”
When she reached home, she found a let blaze of light was followed by a entirely of shells, sand slightly sprink then apply it to his nose.
tivation of every personal accomplishment.
Hence all
Her attachment was thus prevented from ter conveying intelligence of her son’s death, darkness of two-fold intensity, and the led with them, and submarine forests the old prints of physicians represent
experiencing any abatement, and she was Which in other circumstances would have guns of the batteries became mute, as present, through the clear medium,
them with canes at their noses.
encouraged to place always more and more overturned her reason, or broken her heart; if annihilated, and some of them de new wonders to the unaccustomed eye.
reliance upon the hopes of his future great but, prepared as she was, by the foresight scended on the rock, where they were It is stated by Sir Capel de Brooke,
ness, which had induced her at first to place of her son,—produced only a rational de
heard to fall.
Their fusees were and fully confirmed by my observa Letter written by a Poet to his Tailor.
him at a distant University, and had hither gree of grief. When the first acute sensa
burning, and a few exploded ; but tions in Norway, that sometimes in the —“ Sir—As my coat is doomed to
to supported her under his absence. — Who tions were passed, she said, resignedly to
fords of Fordland, the sea is transpa run through a third edition, I hope you
can describe the solicitude with which a herself, that great as the calamity was, it much the greater part were extinguishwill add a strip to the skirts by way
mother—and “ she a widow,” (to use the was probably no greater than what her• ed in the water.—The mast, too, had rent to the depth of four or five hun
of
appendix.”
language of Scripture,) regards a last sur fellow creatures were enduring every day,, risen perpendicularly, with its rigging dred feet; and that when a boat pas
viving son ! His every motion—his every and she would therefore submit with tran• and canvass blazing; but the descent ses over subaqueous mountains, whose
A Lawyer's Brief.—“ There are
summits rise above that line, but whose
wjsh—she watches with attentive kindness. quility.
veiled all in night.
three points in this case, may it please
The application of this tale, tinged as it is1
He cannot be absent a few minutes longer
bases
are
fixed
in
an
unfathomable
So sudden and tremendous was the
defendant’s
than his wont, but she becomes uneasy ; with the peculiar hue of continental man’ eruption, and so intense the darkness abyss, the visual illusion is so perfect your honor,” said the
Counsel. “ In the first place, we con
ners
and
ideas,
must
be
easy
to
every
one
and whatever be the company in which she
that
one
who
has
gradually,
in
tran

which succeeded, that it was not
tend that the kettle was cracked
sits at the moment, permits her whole soul of our readers. They must see how great
possible to ascertain the precise posi quil progress over the surface, ascend when we borrowed it: secondly, that
to be abstracted in a reverie, from which a fallacy it is to suppose that others are
ed
wonderingly
the
rugged
steep,
In
nothing can rouse her but his return.
Il more generally than ourselves, spared any tion of the ketch at the moment.
shrinks back with horror as he cros it was whole when we returned it:
he comes on horse-back, she hears the foot part of the common mishaps of life, or that the glaring, but fleeting light, no per
ses the vortex, under an impression and thirdly, that we never had it.”
fall of the animal while it is as yet beyond we in particular, are under the doom of a son could say that he had not noted
the ken of ordinary ears ; if he be walking, severe fate.—They may be assured, that more than one material circumstance, that he is falling headlong- down the
[From the N. Y. Sunday Morning Atlas.]
she knows the sound of his foot upon the beneath many of the most gorgeous shows the fact that the “ Intrepid” had not precipice. The transparency of trop
threshold, though confounded to all other of this world, there lurks terrible sores, reached the point at which she aimed. ical waters generally, as far as my
ODDS AND ENDS.
listeners, amidst the throng of his. compan which are not the less painful that they are The shells had not spread far, and experience goes, is not comparable to
Let no man find fault with an editpr for
ions. Let him come into her room on or unseen. The very happiest-looking men those which fell on the rocks were so that of the sea in these northern lati
writing foolish things, for there are so many
dinary occasions ever so softly she distin and women, the most prosperous mercan- many proofs of this important truth. tudes : though an exception may be
papers now-a-days that all the good sense
guishes him from his very breathing, hisi tile concerns, have all their secret cankers
There was no other fact to indicate made in some parts of the China seas, there is in the world would not half fill
lightest respiration—and knows it is her■ and draw-backs. The pride of the noble
the precise spot where the ketch ex and insolated spots in the Atlantic. them.
son. Her entire being is bound up in his,, —the luxury of the opulent-even the digA few cries arose from the Every one who has passed over the
An Old Maid eyes a single gentleman
and the sole gorgon thought at which she“ nity and worship of the crown—all have ploded.
town,
but
the subsequent and deep si bank, known to sailors as the Saya de with the same feelings that we look at a
;
something
to
render
them,
if
it
were
known,
dare not look Js the idea of his following
Malha, ten degrees north of Mauritius, street dog in dog-days—viz : wondering
the goodly and pleasant company with whichi less enviable than they appear.—AVe never, lence that followed was more eloquent
she had already parted for the grave.—Such, for our part, enter into any glittering and than any clamor. The whole of Tri must remember with pleasure the whether he intends to bite.
world of shells and coral translucid wa
exactly were the feelings of the Neapolitan magnificent scene, or hear of any person poli was like a city of Tombs.
Cl Hallo boy, ain’t you got a daddy livter
exposes to view, at the depth of ing?”—“No, but my brothers have !”
mother, respecting her noble and beloved— who is reputed to be singularly prosperous
If every eye had been watchful
or happy, but we immediately think of the
¿her only son !
“ What’s their names ?”
Why, they’re
previously to the explosion, every one thirty or five and thirty fathoms.
It chanced, however, that just when he probability which exists, that our own bum
Elliot's Travels.
both named Bill, except Sam, and his
became
now
doubly
vigilant
to
discov

was about to return to Naples, perfected in ble home and condition, disposed as we
name’s Bob ! My name’s Booze, but they
er the retreating boats. Men got
all the instructions which could be bestowed sometimes may be to repine about them,
calls me Boozy for short. Any thing more
The
Emperor
of
Austria
has
issued
near
the
sid.es
of
the
vessels,
holding
on him he was seized suddenly by a dan comprise just as much of what is to be de
to ax ?”
gerous sickness, which, notwithstanding the sired by a rational man as the other. Even lights, and placing their ears near the a decree—That no person, male or fe
“ Jonnv,” said an accomplished dame,
male,
shall
be
married
who
cannot
water
;
in
the
hope
of
detecting
the
efforts of the best Physicians in Bologna, in those great capitals, where affluence and
brought him in three days to the brink oi luxury are so wonderfully concentrated, and sounds of even muffled oars ; and often read, write and cypher, and cast up a “ I wish you would bring me the Richardtionary, vulgarly called the DfcA-tionary.”
all the higher orders appear so singularly well was it fancied that the gallant adven- common account.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

the grave.

Being assured that he could not

t

|
The Lord Chancellor, addressing both
Death of Matthew Carey.—The generous, j
The Reported Attack on Fort FairfiM
i houses, then said—It is her Majesty’s
MAIL ARTICLES»
thee patriotic, the noble-hearted Matthew Careport was current here last week . r
A
NINE DAYS LATER FROM ENG . royal wdl and pleasure that this parlia
rey
of
Philadelphia
died
in
that
city
on
Tues

[From the Boston Post.] '
tack upon Fort Fairfield, but as w llat’
ment
be
prorogued
to
Thursday,
the
day morning last, says the Philadelphia Ga get hold of nothing tangible, We tn ?°Uld
LAND.
DESPERATE MUTINY AT SEA.
Arrival of the British. Queen.—The 24lh day of October next, to be then and
It now api)^ 110
On Saturday nine seamen were brought zette, crowned with years, and possessed of notice of the rumor.
The Na we learn from the Woodstock ThL >as
steam-ship British Queen arrived at New there holden, and this parliament is ac- before Judge Davis, upon the complaint the comforts of religious peace.
York on Friday forenoon, bringing Lon- i' cordingly prorogued to Thursday, the ofE. Smith, jr. acting District Attorney, tional Gazette adds : “ A few days ago, Mr- a Mr. Tibbels had a reaping frolic on Lfe1
Carey was thrown from his carriage, re instant, and the party getting prettvm n7“
don papers to 2d inst. and Liverpool dates : 24th day of October next.
charging them with a mutiny at sea, in ceiving a contusion of the head and being felt apirii-ed enough to” mak!
’W’
to Saturday evening, Aug. 31st.
The Thames Tunnel was completed February last. Their names are Richard otherwise hurt.
It was believed that his at the fort a visit.
They accordingly*?
( The British Queen brings. 209 passen- to low water mark on the
Middlesex Musserder, James T. Armstrong, Charles injuries were by no means serious, but ed for the Fort, and on their arrival k
xgcrs, including servants.
side of the river, and the work can Stone, Wm. Collins, Robert Brooks, John they may have aggravated an intermittant were fired upon, and “ the lads”
hey
The weather bad been fine and the
.... now be pressed with greater despatch, Tilton, John Winchester, John Johnson5 fever which proved the cause of his death. Times, “ finding’ their neighbors «a
llle
-------- » in
— well, Wheat had !anJ with safety. It is expected to be and John Broughton. From several dep Mr. Carey was in his eightieth year. A na sively polite, and that they could 110^1^'
crops were- coming
f
”
‘ .per quarter. This is considered °P8n
fallen
2s.
travel in less than a year from ositions forwarded by Robert H. Hunter, tive of Ireland, he came to this country out their spree; concluded thev hurt i Ve
during the last century and was engaged I be off.” The Times adds, “ We i.„ ).eUer
good news by the knowing ones.
this time.
U. S. Consul at Cowes, the following for
lor many years as a printer and publisher, assured it was nothing but a reffl t
Mr. Poulett Thompson was soon to
The news from Turkey is not im- facts were disclosed:
In January last i'
m which professions he realized an ample that no one was hurt, and that n<
leave England to assume the Governor- portant, if we except what is contra the ship Ulysses sailed from Baltimore for! fortune. During his
par ous was inteiHle<l.’’--Ba^r
un. business life,
.... but
.
,ngSeri'
ship of the Canadas.
dictory and uncertain. It was said that Amsterdam, with a cargo of tobacco and ; ticularly since his retirement, Mr. Carey was
The English money market remained j there was a powerful party at ConstanThe
I Whh !? *n,',lV?l||te Philanthropic ..... -suns.
staves. T
1.......crew
..... . cons“isted
j _• of
/' the Cap~
The Bangor Whig of the 19tli nniu: t
depressed, and Cotton had declined 1-8 ! tinople,
fî—opposed
------- —1 to r>
r>.-rr riotf
__ N.. .ten able!
, , Ii »»iln.a
intellect,
Kosrew,
the Grand tain, (Henry
........ clear llJlc
„cu, a<1 sound
»ouua education,
euucauon, the following commtiiiiration-»t
communication at the
.i 1 li)llshe
reqi^s
Galt,)\ two _
mates,
seek
<„.t
objeels
of
reform
|
of
„
who o(ltlli,la
of a penny.
>
Vizier, and it was reported that Musta- bodied men before the mast, and steward land amelioration in society
t’ltioi)
o
,
................ •• *“
and the energy I therein contained from a letter
A dreadful affray had occurred at Eg- pha Pacha, of Salónica, had declared in and cook
all
15. ?
" n the
'
tmh—in k
7 W
evemng‘ of 11? Ca,Jy 0Ul.Wyed nieans, he possessed ton. The Whi<r add« •
wl J 11 Ho"lThe Whig adds : “ We know
ham, Aug. 20th, between a party of sol favor of Mehemet Ali.
leD. loth, while the nine prisoners nam-laso lu‘ie
JC unbounded
uuuouimeu liberality
imerality which is the j of the facts fmtlier than 'thar.h?10'11'''»
diersand the thimble-ring gang.
Twelve
COllie
London, Sept. 2.—The Paris papers of ed above were below, a heavy squall a- jpmest evidence of sincerity and soul of sue- fiorn a responsible individull »
a responsible individual.”
soldiers who were left behind after the Friday have reached us, but are destitute, rose, and the mate ordered them on deck cess.
A NEW SOVEREIGNTY.
main body had retired, were severely of news. rThey
"‘
almost unanimously laugh to take in sail.
They refused to obey
y
The posse have at length issMed a (]Pnu
^beaten,. It does not appear that, anyli^e§, in derisioni at
The Negroes of the Amistad.—The Circuit
:
those passages in the |the oriier> and gave for a reason that they Cou
"t at
has decided that the ation of independence, aud claim exHiisiv'
were lost.
7f
ihe NNsdN'i.'
re-! Courts
o Hartford
Queen «s u^vech,
speech, on closing the session of did not get food enough. The mate re'-!dooiis
* W
Advices from Bombay to the 4th of Ju
........ . ..ave no ju- joristhc.ion oyer the disputed
Pailiament, which spoke of the friendly Peated the order, and they again refused,, risdidtion
unless he „ould ______
agree ,that
in foiure
“'t'^
’ i
of the
7,^
cN
crime of which they were ! This was their oulv alternative fi
ly are favorable to the British troops in linmn
r.-f
_
j
•
t’i
.
iinlnco
t
, •
r»
,
.
'
.
union of the two countries, France and
I impossible for them* to. justify ‘t|leir
a Afghanistan.—No opposition from Don England, and, generally speaking, mani allowance of victuals
___ 1
111be
•  4-t »1^0» Izs»-»
____
___
.I
•
.
should
in
_ [course
wnhout denying ail allegiance bol
question arising
on
the
writ
ofr habeas
cor'
Mahommed was anticipated.
they
be set at liberty,
1•
fetate aniI General Government
fest increased rancour against this coun creased. § he mate refused to make any Ipus, whether
’ ’
/
. shall..............................
..Jf „or
u'' .....and
.
* delivered
”
■ up on the
- |! Tneir repealed violations of imfiv!()j,nt
Prorogation of Parliament.—On Tues try. They sneeringly-anticipate the grant such condition, and reported their propo shall be detained
their
wholesale system of
There i rights, and
day, Aug. 26th, the British Parliament of another pension of 20s. a week to the sition to the Captain, who directed him demand of the Spanish authorities.
., couhl not be sustained by the
was prorogued by the following Speech new victim of French vivacity, the British to go below and fetch up the ringleader, being no other business before the Granil hlegal tribunals
of the State.-Thev k
Jury, they and the petit jury were discharg
from the throne :
seaman wounded on boaiaf the Spider but when he went down he found them
now gone the whole bog,- and jirou-r
ed.—Boston Daily Adv.
packet at Monte Video.
HER MAJESTY’S SPEECH.
prepared for a deadly resistance, and de
their farce to an admirable conclusion
The Northern Bank of England has termined not to permit Broughton, their
Her Majesty, in her own very happy
7he Negroes ofthe Amistad.—The Hartford 1 hey deny the right of individuals to J
been dissolved by vote of the proprietors.
spokesman,” to be taken. In the mean Daily Courant of Monday, gives the follow timber on their own lands or the land»
manner, read the following speech :__
time
Capt. Galt had armed himself with ing note of the decision of Judge Thompson i of Massachusetts under permits from the
“ My Lords and Gentlemen,
Surrender of Don Carlos.—From ad vi-|
, Commonwealth.
They seize all
a
cutlass,
and placed a brace of pistols- in !I pr. the question which was argued before the i
“ The public business having been ces in the London Globe ofSept. 2d, eve- !
| boated up the river, and all timber passin»
j
Court
of
Saturday.
—
The
questions
which!
the galley as a dernier resort. The mate
I down, and have established a perfect (W
brought to a close, I have now to per ning, it seems probable that the war in
inability to secure! arise in the case, remain for the decision of!| potism throughout this new government’
at uu
an vmu
end.. There
a rumor,
rumor ■having, , reported^his
form the satisfactory duty of releasing you Spain
i. --- is ...
jucitj was
was a
* .
„
.--------- j
ov''u'« the District Court, and, if necessary, by ap-|
prifk
___1 i
..
. .
from your long and laborious attendance with every probability of its beino- wen Br°p8ht°n5 the Captain, armed with his peal to the higher courts.
The Judge said!I 1 he following edict reminds one of the
founded, that . Don Carlos had surrender cutlass, went below, and there found that if it should be ascertained that the seiz- ! proclamations of the Emperor of the Celes
in Parliament.
Broughton with a pistol and Collins with me was made whhin the District of New tial Empire.
“ I rejoice that a definite treaty be ed, and that Maroto had joined the
” heaver, and the others with knives. York,,the case must be transferred to the
Queen
’
s
forces.
Some
say
that
Don
STATE OF MAINE.
tween Holland and Belgium, negotiated
He attempted to lay hold of Collins, but Court of that District. The Court adjourned
Whereas the part of the State of Maine
■ by the mediation of the five powers, has Carlos had given himself up to Lord John
sine die.—Boston Adv.
heretofore claimed by the British Governsettled the differences between the two Hay, claiming the protection ofthe British was knocked down, wounded in the face,
Monday Morning, 9 o’clock.
and
then
had
his
legs
tied.
The
mate
meat was by agreement of both claimants
countries, and has secured the peace of flag ; others that he had surrendered
The Circuit Court of the U. S. decided * placed under the exclusive charge ofthe
e-E.uro.pe from. the. daggers -to -which.R has» himself to Espartero. In either case the came to his assistance, and snapped hE this morning that the Africans, whose case Land A»ent ofthe State of Maine for a term
pistol
which
missed
fire.
He
then
called
He then called has been on trial for a number of days past, of time stipulated in that agreement. There
so long been exposed. The same con war is ended. It is also stated that Ma
cord which brought these intricate ques roto had made overtures to France and to the steward for more priming, and Col- could not be discharged on the Habeas Cor- fore, all persons are forbidden under any
tions to a peaceful termination prevails England, inviting them to interfere to end lins replied, “ Fire and be damned,
We \Puf^ hs the case was within the jurisdiction pretence whatever from entering on the
Col of the District Court of ibis District, as a said territory, or any part ofthe same, for
with regard to the affairs of the Levant. the war, and that Don Carlos had ex have as many pistols as you have.”
Court of xAdmiralry. In making this decis the purpose of cutting or making timber, or
The five powers are alike determined to pressed a wish to leave Spain, and leave lins then pointed his pistol.
The mates finding they could not con ion, no question on the merits was involved for committing anv trespass whatever
uphold the independence and integrity of the arrangement in the hands of the great
WM. P. PARROT, Deputy Land
tend with the mutineers, used all their ex- or determined.— h turned simpjy on the
the Ottoman empire, and I trust that this powers of Europe.
question of jurisdiction. The merits remain
Agent of the State of Maine.
eitions
to
release
the
captain,
and
with
union will insure a satisfactory settlement
dhirkey.—The London Globe of the
to be heard and decided before the District
If our rulers or their minions are quiet
of matters which are of the deepest im evening of the 2d Sept., states that the the assistance of the steward, dragged Court.
ly permitted
play such fantastic tricks,
him on deck, all covered with blood.
last communications from the East were
portance to the whole of Europe.
[ well may it be said we have settled down
I he mutineers did not attempt to follow,
Tennessee.
—
The
Whigs
of
Tennessee
“ It has afforded me the sincerest pleas very
satisfactory,
and
it
was
generally
/
, diJU n was general!? and taking advantage ofthe circumstance,
have held large and enthusiastic meetings into the calm of despotism.
ure to have been able to assist in ef believed that the question of Syria would
the
officers
suddenly
fastened
down
the
in
several counties, where resolutions have
fecting a reconciliation between France be partially ceded to the Viceroy. ; but
The Bangor Whig says that Mr. Smith,
foi ecastle hatch. They further secured been adopted, denouncing the frauds prac
and Mexico.
*
*
*
%
good care would be taken that there
tised at the late ’ election, and appointing who was mentioned as having left hisbome
it
by
nailing
a
three
inch
plank
across,
“ I have recently concluded with the should be no disturbance of the peace
committees to investigate and expose them, in a deranged state of mind, has been found
King of the French a convention calculat hereafter between Turkey and Egypt, and stowing a portion of the chain cable and to take steps to prevent their repeti in Frankfort somewhat improved in health,
I bus far they were confined
ed to put an end to differences which have through the warlike propensities of Ibra upon it.
tion. Similar meetings will be held in oth
Portland Adv.
and kept upon bread and water day after er counties, and union, activity and organi
arisen of late years between the, fisher him.
^
a
yAt
length
they
became
clamorous
We understand that several cases of small
zation will be the watchwords throughout
men of Great Britain and France* This
China.—Advices from China are to for an increased allowance of water, and
that commonwealth.
pox have occurred in Boothbay and Wesiconvention, by removing causes of dis the 19th of April, when affairs remained
port, whither it had been introduced by a
pute, will tend to cement the union be m the same unsatisfactory state. About threatened to burst out from their uncom
Republican Simplicity.—The N. Y. Wbio vessel from abroad. — ib.
fortable
prison.
The
captain
replied
tween the two countries which is so ad one half of the opium had been delivered
that he would shoot them man by man if says that the chair in which John Hancock
vantageous to both, and so conducive to up at Lintin, and it was expected the
The following compliment, waspaid to Mr,
they attempted to break out, and as they sat while the Declaration of Independence
the general interests of Europe.
delivery would be completed by the end
was read to the Convention of ’76, is still Clay at Newburgh on his way down the Hud
“I.shall continue \o pursue with per of April. A letter dated Macao, April 4, were satisfied of his sincerity, they gave preserved at Philadelphia.—It is a plain son : we find it in the New York Commer
severance the negotiations in which lam states that no difficulty was expected up the plan. The captain then increased piece of furniture, strong and substantial, cial.
their allowance of water to three pints a and might have cost five dollars— while ac
On Tuesday as Henry Clay was on his way
engaged, to persuade all the powers of there, as all the opium had been sent out
day. He also ordered the mate to pro cording to official accounts, the Speaker’s down from Poughkeepsie toFishkill, he was
Christendom to unite in a general league of the place, and the import prohibited.
invited to visit the Glenham company’s man
for the entire extinction of the slave No fear was entertained for the safety pose to them to return to their duty, but chair ofthe House of Representatives, at the
they demanded conditions, and the captain present^time, cost with its fringe, damask ufactory, which is located between Fishkill
trade, and I trust that, with the blessings of the foreigners detained at Canton, and
landing and Fishhill village. While there he
and drapery, the sum of 2154 dollars !
of Providence, my efforts in so righteous the writer doubted not that relief would would enter into none whatever, and the
was shown some broadcloths, manufactured
négociations were broken off.
He put
a cause will be rewarded with success. be obtained before long by yielding to
M7e understand that Benjamin Lundy died by them, and a pattern for a suit of clothes
into the port of Cowes, and reported the
recently in Hennepin, Illinois. Mr. Lundy was cut off, and presented him by the compa
“ I regret that the differences which led the Chinese demands and giving up the
state of his crew to the consul, who, upon was, we believe, a native of New Jersey ny.
to the withdrawal of my minister from property. The Siamese authorities had
The cloth was presented at 2 o’clock,P. M.
the court ofTeheran have not yet been followed the example of the Chinese in examination, sanctioned his proceedings, and certainly he was one of the most in
and sent the mutineers, as prisoners, with defatigable men that ever trod the earth, and Mr. Mark Hoyle, from Newburgh, immediate
satisfactorily adjusted by the government making seizures of opium.
him to Amsterdam, where thev were J.e (.
n-ca(i
steadily from Maine to ly took Mi. Clay’s measure for the suit, and
of Persia.
transferred to a guard-ship. When ready Mexico on behalf of the blacks, publishing had it ready for him to wear on Wednesday
“ In order to fulfil the engagements an
Mexico.—Accounts were received at
for sailing, Captain Galt refused to take a paper in transitu ; amiable in his disposi-! morning at 5 o’clock. The cloth was woolnounced to you at the opening of the New' Orleans on the 5th inst. via Havana,
dyed black, of the first quality ; the vest was
them
as prisoner-passengers to be tried in Uoh, courteous in his manners, and of a
Christian faith, (judging from his practice! presented by the Poughkeepsie Silk Compa
present session, the Governor General of fi om Vera Cruz and Tampico, confirming
this
country
for
the
mutiny.
The
Uhe offended few by his zeal, and won ma ny and manufactured by them—the billions
India has moved an army across the In the previous accounts of the peaceful
and all the trimmings of domestic manufac
dus, and I have much satisfaction in be state of affairs in Mexico. The efforts of lysses sailed for Baltimore, and the next ny by his mildness.—U. S. Gazette.
ture.—The journeymen who plied their nee
ing able to inform you that the advance Bastamente to restore order were signal vessel at Amsterdam bound to an Ameri
A Black Borealis.—The Fall River Patriot dles on this occasion, merit the thanks of
of that expedition has been hitherto un ly successful. Several of the cotton gins can port, being the York, Captain Larra
bee—the prisoners were put on board of ofthe 12th inst. bastile following account their fellow citizens for coming up to the
opposed, and there is every reason to and other agricultural implements, illegal
her,
and brought to the port of Boston, on of a singular phenomenon :—“ Night before work according to Hoyle.
hope that the important objects for which ly introduced into Tampico during °he
—
last the heavens presented an unusual ap
Friday last.
these military operations have been under revolution, it is said, are to be immedi
The Ohio Confederate, a decent Van Bu
pearance. It was a clear starlight, when a
The
Ü.
S.
Consul
also
sent
with
the
taken will be finally obtained.
ately put in active operation. Mores Mulblack column began to ascend in the south ren paper, has lashed with great severity
piisoners the pistols, knives and heavers
“I have observed with much approba ticaulis and Cotton are now the order of
west, and northeast, directly opposite to each some of the indecent brethren who talk
found in their possession when they were other. 1 he one in the south was at first about Gen. Harrison as “ a pitiable dotard,”
tion the attention which you have be the day in México.
formerly arrested at Cowes.
He also supposed to be a column of smoke, but it the “ petticoat general,’’ &c.—After enumer
stowed upon the internal state and condi
The yellow fever was alarmingly prev
sent
the
rope
with
which
they
bound soon began to branch off, and the streamers ating his services for forty years, it says, “In
tion of the country.
I entirely concur alent and fatal among strangers at Vera
shot off and varied their position in the usu the name of humanity and gratitude, let us
Capt.
Galt.
Among
the
depositions,
in the measures which you have framed Cruz.
was one by the steward respecting the al way, only they were black, and so dense not taunt the war-worn veteran with the de
for the preservation of order, the repres
as to obscure the stars over which they crepitude of years, which come to all of hu
From Mexico.—A commercial house provisions served out, and according to passed. They stretched away from the op man kind, nor touch with rude unfeeling
sion ofcrime, and the better administra
his
statement
the
bill
of
fare
was
capital
tion of justice in this metropolis ; and 1 in New Orleans has kindly favored us with
posite columns, so that about ten o’clock in hand his hard earned garlands, won on ma
havegiven a cordial assent to the bills the following interesting intelligence, re for “ sailors’ grub.” Coffee and molasses the evening, they met in the east. We never ny a bloody field where brave men fought.”
tea before have seen or heard of a black Auro
which you have presented to me for the ceived by them yesterday, in a letter from every morning, and coffee and
Price of Grain South.—Prime Wheat has
establishment of a more efficient constab their correspondent at the city of Mexico. every evening. Also beef or pork with ra Borealis.”
been sold in East Tennessee as low as 371-2
pea-soup and other fixens for dinner every
ulary force in those towns which pecul
City of Mexico, Aug. 17, 1839.
The very remarkable exhibition of North cents per bushel.
Farmers in that section
day, with dun fish by way of extra.
On
iarly required it, and for effecting the im
“ The condition of the political affairs the day oftlm mutiny they had dun fish ern Lights on the evening of the 3d instant have engaged to sell corn, when harvested,
portant object of generally extending the
of this country is growing more desperate for dinner, with potatoes; and fifteen winch attracted so mueff notice here and at from 12 1-2 to ]8 cents per bushel.
civil power throughout the-’country. °
hereabouts, seems to have been witnessed
Portland Adv.
every day. A complete reversion, if not pounds of beef were cooked, which they
“ Gentlemen of the House of Commons :
with equal admiration and equal splendor
subversion,
of
the
existing
state
of
things
could
have
had
by
applying
to
the
cook.
from Maine to New Orleans, and from thè
“ I thank you for the zeal and readi
The U. S. Gazette publishes a letter from
The govern .1 heçe was also half a barrel of bread in the Atlantic to the far West.
Accounts from j New Orleans the JOth, in which the writer,
ness with which you have voted the sup must shortly take place.
ment and people seem to be ignorant of forecastle, to which they had a “free New Orleans refer to it as of unparalleled I (who the editor says is not given to undue
plies for the service of the year.
beauty ; and a letter in the Cincinnati Ga- '' alarm) deems it an act of charity to forewarn
‘‘ It has been with satisfaction that I their true position. The former seems to pass,” with the understanding that it was
Z?Ìe’. w'^en during the display at the head !! strangers, through the northern papers, not
be disposed to quarrel with all the world, to last till the end of the week.
Upon
have given my consent to a reduction of
Upon
if we are allowed to judge from its repeat this statement of facts the prisoners were of Lake Michigan, in the Iowa territory, is to arrive there before the middle of Novem
the postage duties.”
full of wonder and delight.
ber next, as there is more or less sickness till
ed
aggressions
on
the
rights
of
foreigners
committed for trial at the October term
*
*
*
*
#
N• Y. American.
then.
residing
among
them.
”
of
the
U.
S.
Circuit
Court.
“ My Lords and Gentlemen :
A Comet.—A. Cleavejand paper says, a
“ It is with great pain that I have found
It is not the Secretary of State, but John
From Texas.—The Galveston Gazette
The prisoners of the Amistad, with the Comet may be seen at this time in the West Forsyth, senior editor of the Mobile Register,
myself compelled to enforce the law
just after sunset. .It may be easily fonnd!
reports (without vouching for the truth
exception of Cinquez and two others who being immediately below the planet Jupiter, who is appointed one of the commissioners
against those who no longer concealed
of the statement,) that a proposition for
are indisposed, were removed from New its brilliancy much exceeds that of any Com to run the boundary line between the Unit
their design of resisting by force the law
an alliance with the Texan government
ful authorities, and of subverting the in had been sent in by four of the Northern Haven to Hartford on Saturday last. et heretofore known.
Will some one, who ed States and Texas.
stitutions of the country.
The solemn States of Mexico, which had revolted. They manifested great reluctance at be is prepared, make some observations of its
proceedings of courts of justice, and the A strong party in Texas were in favor of ing removed, the children crying bitterly course and character ?
How to Stop a Newspaper.— Call at the ofand several of the men attempted to es
fearless administration of the law by all
nee and fork up arrearages and order it
the connexion. Others oppose it. These
The Middling Interest Bank at Boston stopped, like a man ; and not refuse to take
cape from the persons who were sent to
who are engaged in that duty, have check
States, it seems, wish to be recognized
take charge of them. The Court was to commenced redeeming its bills under five it out of the post office and sneak away like
ed the first attempts at insubordination ;
as independent governments, and offer in
dollars on Monday.—Portland Adv.
a puppy.
open at Hartford on Tuesday, Judge
and I rely securely upon the good sense
♦—
return to recognize the independence of Thompson presiding.
Whether their
of my people, and upon their attachment
Upwards
of
a
million
of
dollars
have
been
Texas.
The people of these States
An excellent character was engraven oft"
trial would go on then or not was uncer invested in new buildings in Cincinnati, dur
to the constitution, for the maintenance
the tomb-stone of a lady, in these few words:
constitute the best part of the Mexican
tain.—Boston Daily Adv.
ing the present year.
of law and order, which are necessary for
“ She was always busy and always quietf
population ; but doubts are entertain'd
the protection of the poor as for the wel
whether they are qualified to establish
Immigrants
at
Quebec.
—
The
number
of
A
noble
act.
—
WD.
Crooker,
at
Mobile,
fare of the wealthier classes ofthe commu
It is easy to have a supply of horse-radish
and maintain a republican form of govern
supplies ice gratis to the poor sick from passengers arrived at Quebec, to the 8th Sep all winter. Have a quantity grated while the
nity.”
ment.—New Orleans Bulletin.
tember, this year, was 7060.
In the same
his establishment in that city.
root is in perfection, put it in bottles,, fill k
time last year 2605.
with vinegar, and keep it corked tight»
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_ The Yellow Fever was raging at Mo
bile at the date of the last advices from
that city. There had been 108 deaths
during the 8 days preceding the 8th inst.
—Augusta (Georgia,) has also suffered se
verely from the ravages of this disease ;
35 deaths from fever had occurred there
during the 7 days preceding the 12th inst.
The deaths from fever, at New-Orleans,
during the week ending 10th inst., were
189.—Late arrivals from the West Indies
bring melancholy accounts of the ravages
of this disease in the islands ofSt. Vincent,
St. Lucia and Demarara.

Alteration of the Constitution.—According
to the returns that had been received at the
Secretary of State’s office, up to Friday
’ az* fowf
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 28, 1839.
NOTICES.
last, the majority in favor of the amend At a Court
------------- WHin^FLL S °BIGINAL OPODELment of the Constitution relative to the Ju
in and for the Cerate held at Alfred, with- TwrwTvmvi 7 now be obtained at
dicial Tenure is about 6,500.
The whole
MondayofSeptembe.of York, on the first TWENIY-FH E cents a bottle, which is as
FipHE WHIGS in each town in this Counnumber of votes, as far as received, was over
JL
ty are requested to send two delegates
y-ar °(mr Lml low a rate as the most worthless imitations,
35,000.—Eastern Argus.
™ „ XES’ Judg^e, by the Hon. thousands of which are in existence. The
to a Convention, to be holden at Alfred Court
ANNAH BURNHAM, tid Court :
original has the certificate of that great and
House, on Wednesday the 23d of October
1 onne floatin£ Hotel oflhe British Queen
trix in a certain instrumend Execu learned physician, the lamented Dr. S. L.
next, at 7 P. M., for the purpose of selecting
are 200 passengers ! whose passage-money, te be the last will and testament owning Mitchell, late Professor of the New York
a delegate to attend the National' Convention
with the freight bill, must give the proprie Burnham, late of Kennebunk, in said-wel College of Physicians,—as you wish for cure
to be holden in Harrisburg in Dec. next.
tors at least an income on this trip of $40,000. ty, deceased, having presented the samen- purchase no other. It is a certain remedy
Per order of the County Committee.
A". F. Express.
probate :
m ‘Spraws Cramps, dumbness, Chapped
Sept. 27, 1839.
ORDERED—That the said executrix give
Ring-tvorms, Rheumatism.
STATE TEMPERA-NUB ~C0NVEN*’Joints, &j’c. fyc.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Whig National Convention.—Whig
TION.
Bad notes.—Attempts have been made
ihe Executive Committee of the Maine copy of this order to be published three is mlh Any sold for less than the above
delegates from the several States in the Un
Temperance Union, believing that the inter weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
’ sale only, and not for use.
recently,
in
New-York
and
elsewhere,
to
get
ion will assemble in Convention at Harris
ests of the cause of Temperance would be es zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
:------burg, Penn, on the first Wednesday of De the notes of the Oxford Bank, of Fryeburg, sentially promoted by a Convention of its appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al poll HeaiW^J-O
in
this
State,
into
circulation.
These
bills
fred,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
of
friends, in which there may be a free and full
cember next, for the purpose of nominating
A
weakness o.
CiUn,.,.h
Dizz’irless
November next, at ten of the clock in the
&c s„.o , ’
candidates for President and Vice President, are worthless, as no such institution exists. consultation on the measures demanded by forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, .ecommended by the X
the present exigencies of the cause, espe
&c. Delegates have already been selected in Thé public should, therefore, be on their
cially for the purpose of securing correct le why the said instrument should not be prov
guard.
at Cambridge
most of the States.
gislative action, do hereby invite the friends ed, approved and allowed as the last will
(TT’It is now thought that the three of Temperance throughout the State to meet and testament of the said deceased.
W7-HITW
ELL
’
S
BITTERS,
Michigan.—A whig State Convention was
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
men v. ho were hung in Arkansas, by the at Augusta, on Thursday, .he 3d day of Oc
* v
and cheapest article of the k ] .
A true copy,—Attest,
held in Michigan, a few' weeks since, which populace, as the murderers of the Wright tober next, at 10 o’clock, A. M.
existence.
.
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Lucius M. Sargeant, Esq. of Boston has
appointed three delegates to the National family, were innocent.-A man named Wal
The above can only be had in Kennehuha
September 14.
engaged, Providence permitting, to attend
Convention.
by
S. L. OSBORN.
lace, in Fayetteville in that State, not long the Convention, and other distinguished ad
September 21,1839.
since murdered an individual and stabbed vocates of the cause in other States will be At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
Alabama.—The late election for Congress another. He was bailed by the Judge, invited.
and for the County of York, on the first
men in Alabama resulted in the choice of after which the populace attempted to
Monday of Septemb^., in the year of our
By order of the Executive Committee.
and Wood
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
3 Locos and 2 whigs. In two districts the take him ; he retreated, with a party of
Thomas Ada .vs, Cor. Sec.
Aand at PnBHe AweOon.
the
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
whigs brought forward no candidates. In 80 or 100 men, to the Court House,
WILL be sold at Public Auction, on
Court :
the 3 districts in which the elections were where arms belonging to the U. States
Tuesday the first day of October
N the petition of Edward E. Bourne,
Contested, the Van Buren majority was 306— had been stored, and the people were for
administrator of the estate of John next, at 2 o’clock, P. M., in lots to suit pur
chasers, that valuable and well known Farm,
They were rallying to re DR. WM. EVANS' CELEBRATED SOOTH
Bouttir, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
at the election for Governor in 1837, the Van ced to retreat.
ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING. deceased, representing that the personal es former!}' the residence of Capt. Ebenezer
Buren majority in the same districts was 903. hew the attack at the last dates.
Said estate contains
THIS infallible remedy has preserved hun tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay Perkins, deceased.
Whig gain 597.
dreds of children, when thought past re the just debts which he owed at the time of about 300 âcres, consisting of TIMBER
Fires.—The Carding and Cloth-Dressing
covery, from convulsions, As soon” as the Sy his death by the sum of four thousand dollars, WOOD & TILLAGE LAND, & SALT
Vermont.—Returns from all the towns in Mills (known as Copp’s Mills) in Libert/, rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov and praying for a license to sell and convey MARSH ;—the upland all enclosed by stone
Me. were burnt last week. No insurance’ er. This preparation i so innocent, so effica
the State, but one, give the following as the
so much of the real estate of said deceased as wall. It lies on, and forms one side of, Cape
result of the late election.
For Governor, ——A new two-story dwelling house was cious, and so pleasaht that no child will refuse to may be necessary for the payment of said Porpoise harbor, and has two or three Islands,
1st its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
one of which is said to contain about’ 60
•Tennison (whig) 24,607 ; Smilie (V. B.) 22,- consumed by fire in Waldo Plantation, 14th are at the age of four months, though there is debts and incidental charges : and also on the acres, and is capable of being made one of
petition of Elizabeth Bourne, widow of said
328
whig majority 2,279.—Senators, 18 mst. It was unoccupied.------ A destructive no appearance of teeth, one bottle of“ the Syrup
the best Fishing and Farming Establish
should be used on the gums, to open the pores. deceased, for an allowance out of the per ments in the Slate of Maine.
whigs and 12 Locos—Representatives, 123 conflagration occurred in Natchez on the 5th Parents should never be without the Syrup in sonal estale of said deceased :
Said Farm will positively be sold in order
inst. by which buildings and goods were the nursery where there are young children : for
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
whigs and 110 Locos.,
destroyed to the amount of $110,000.____ A if a child wakes in the bight with pain in' the notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, to close the concern. Any one wishing to
Death of a Member of Congress.—Hon. fire broke out in Charleston, S. C. on the gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op and to all persons interested in said estate, by purchase can view the premises by calling
on Snow Goodwin, Esq. who occupies the
Albert G. Harrison, a member of the last 12th inst., which destroyed 13 buildings. ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby causing a copy of this order to be published same, or on the subscriber at Kennebunk.
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, Ac.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
The sale will be made on the Premises.—
Congress, from Missouri, and a member elect Loss estimated at about $30,000.------ The
O’A severe case of Teething with Summer nebunk, in said county, three weeks succesof the next, died in Fulton. Mo. on the 7th National Theatre, in New York city, was Complaint, cured by the infallible American. swely, that they may appear at a Probate Conditions will be made known at the time
Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M WILLIAM LORD.
inst. after an illness of several weeks.
Mr. destroyed by fire on Monday afternoon Plierson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, Court to be holden at Allred, m said county, and place of sale.
Kennebunk, August 31, 1839.
on
the
first
Monday
of
November
next,
at
ten
H. was an adminrstration man.
He has left last.------ The dwelling house of Mr. Jacob N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
[From the Boston Morning* Post.]
a wife and a large family of small .children. Ames of Chesterville, Me. was burnt on the/ fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the if any they have, why the prayer of said
Syrup for her child, who was suffering- excrucia
Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters are
15th inst. $300 insured.
ting pain during the process of dentition, being petitions should not be granted.
an excellent medicine.
We have taken a
Money Matters.—The New York pa
momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
bottle of them, and are about ten years
A true copy—Attest,
John Smith is at last found out, viz : as bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
pers state that the money market in that
younger (in our feelings) than we were at
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
city is unusually depressed.
Saturday last one of the agents lof Brandreth’s pills. O ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
month ago.
September 14.
Tempora and Mores!—JV. Y. Star.
ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
was a day of great depression. The intelli
[From the Bunker Hill Aurora, Charlestown.]
That’s a bouncer ! Mr. John Smith is a the gums, the bowels in a short time became
gence by the recent arrivals from England
Dr. Richardson's Bitters.—The editor of
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Alfred,
within
respectable stone mason, and may be seen natural As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
and for the County of York, on thefirst .Mon the Post has been made to feel ten years
is considered as unfavorable to the inter daily ‘assisting’ in
McAdarnizing Fifth fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
day of September in the year of our Lord younger by the use of one bottle of
ests of this country as regards monetary af street in this city. As to his ever having any ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in
eighteen hundred and thirty nine, by the Dr. Richardson’s Bitters. These bitters are
fairs.—The New York Courier says the Dry thing to do with Brandreth’s Pills, we pro applying for Dr. WM. EVAN®’ SOOTHING
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said quite popular, and generally prove highly
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
Goods business of last week was not heavy, nounce it a base fabrication.
Court :
beneficial. The editor of the Post is cer
vertised. Principal Qffwe, 100 Chatham Street.
St. Louis Bulletin.
N the petition of Elizabeth Fisk, admin tainly good authority in such a case, and his
and predicts that the present fall trade of
AGENTS.
Now my friends you are both in error.
istratrix of the estate of Abner Fisk, personal experience should go far towards
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me. ;
that city will not equal the expectations of John Smith is a hatter and resides not far
establishing
the Doctor’s Compound.
late of Wells, in said county, deceased, repre

5. L. Goodale, Saco ;
merchants.
from this city. He attends to his business
James Cfotket, Norway ;
senting that the personal estate of said de
[From the Essex Gazette.]
and lets other people’s alone, as every honest
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Richardson's Bitters.—Ro ! all ye pill
One fact, in relation to the management of man should.—Bangor Whig.
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; «««!
which he owed at the time of his death by
the collection districts in this State, shows
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid the sum of nine hundred dollars, and pray swallowers—and takers nf Panaceas and the
Gentlemen, you are all mistaken.
Mr.
Matchless Hm»ihng (pardon us, Sanative w®
Streets. Porti an», Mrvery conclusively that the “ power and pat John Smith is neither a dealer in quack med dleJune
ing for a licence to sell and convey the whole should have s:> J,) throw aside the filthy
8, 1839.
icines,
a
stone
mason
nor
a
hatter.
He
is
a
of
the
real
estate
of
said
deceased,
as
by
a
ronage of office are brought into conflict
nostrums and listen to good advice, though
very respectable stage driver between this city
partial sale the residue thereof would be it comes gratuitously. Doct. S. O. Richard
with the freedom of elections.”—It appears and the White Hills, and is now quietly pur
HYMENEAL,
greatly injured :
son, of South Reading, is the inventor of a
by a report made by Mr. Secretary Woodbu suing his vocation as every respectable man
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no medicine which has done wonders in res
|
*•
‘
iUiiititiuLA
l • Daniel llaVRel,
MARRIED—tu
In .ucitijj
Bath, itji
Mr.
Hacket, Ol
of
—I> -.
■i >» •» •i
ry, in January 1838, that in nine of the col <ought,
and what is better than all the rest he Oxford, to Miss Sarah Ann Cox, of Pennino ton. tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and toring the sick to health, and raising many
to all persons interested in said estate, by from beds of languishment. His Sherry Wine
'
lection districts in this State, the receipts were 1 owns the carriage he rides upon, as well as N.j. '
the horses attached to it.—Portland Adv.
causing a copy of this order to be publish Bitters are decidedly the most efficacious
wot enough to pay the salaries of the officers
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in medicine which has been offered to the
OB ITU ARV
[All wrong, gentlemen, all. Mr. John Smith
attached to the Custom Houses by the enor
Kennebunk in said county, three weeks sue- .public for the last ten years, and we rec
is an industrious and thrifty farmer, and re . DIED—In Biddfeford, 14th, Mr. Noah Staples,
eessively, that they may appear at a Pro ommend them to those who are afflicted
mous sum of seven ty-six thousandJive hundred
sides near what is called Alewive Brook, aged 68 years.
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said with Dyspepsia, Headache, Nervousness,
and thirty nine dollars and Jifty three cents !
In Hennepen, 11!. Benjamin Lundy, formerly
in this town. He is well known hereabouts.
publisher ofthe “ Genius of Universal Emanci county, on the first Monday in November Costiveness, -&c. foe. being satisfied from
The pay of the office holders exceeded the
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and personal experience, that they are ready
He never peddled pills, or “ assisted to Mc- pation,” at Baltimore.
duties collected in these districts as follows :
shew cause, it any they have, why the what they profess to be—a safe and speedy
Adamize fifth street,” or made hats or drove
Wiscasset,
prayer of said petition should not be granted. cure for all these diseases. They can be had
13.182 62
a stage. £ Beware of counterfeits.’]
• SmP_NE.W§.
Wahloboro’,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
18,369 02
of his agents in most villages in New Eng
A true copy ,—Attest,
Passamaq noddy.
Kennebunk Gazette.
] 9,457 78
KENNEBUNK, SEPT. 28, 1839
land.
W
M
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Penobscot,
15,539 76
CtZ^The Medicine so favorably noticed
September
14.
The
individual
who
upset
the
Communion
arrived
.
French man’s Bay,
4,892 90
in the foregoing paragraphs, is for sale at
Sept. 21 —Schs. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
Machias,
table in a churc-h at Winchester, Conn, a
2,163 66
the Bookstore of D. Remich, in Kennebunk.
Superior, Ernery, do.
Saco,
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
1.318 95
few weeks since, is said to be a temperate
22—scb. Alert, Crediford, do.
August 28, 1839.
York,
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
1.332 03
24—seh. Nile, Walker, do.
man,—but evidently insane on religious sub
Belfast, .
Monday
of
September,
in
the
year
0/
our
582 81
sloop Pacific, Oaks, do.
NOTICE.
jects, while he is sane on other subjects.
,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
SAILED.
F|pHE Schooner GRAPE will
Sum Total,
$76 539 53
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Ju,dge of said
Sept. 26—Schs. Nile, Walker, Boston.
Mr. Clay reached home, from his excur
. ‘
sa‘l i,ora Perkins’ wharf,
Court:
Moro, Mitchell, do.
Why are these officers retained, at such an
Kennebunk-port, and from the
Superior, Emery,,do.
N the petition of George Littlfield, guar
enormous expense, if it is not to secure their sion, in fine health, on the 10th inst.
e-Sss^sgl^T, in Boston, as a regular Pack
MEMORANDA.
dian of Josias Littlefield, of Weils, in
services in electioneering ? The administra
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
Ar. at Saco. 16th, sloop Leader, Brown, Nan
said county, representing .that the personal
The Postmaster of Edenton, N. C. was
tion keeps a band of electioneering agents, stabbed in an affray on the 13th ult., so se- tucket ; schs. Mercator, Smith, and Friendship, estate of his said ward is not sufficient to pay and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
Clark, Boston ; 21st, schs. Koret, Hill ; Packet,
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
under pay, at the expense of the people, for verely as to excite fears that he would not Hill ; Agricola, Gordon, and Elizabeth, Leav the just debts which he owes and charges of
and weather permitting.
For Freight or
guardianship,
by
the
sum
of
fifteen
hundred
itt, Boston ; sip. Frarrklii), Mat'thbws, York.—
the purpose of securing its own ascendency ! recover.
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
dollars,
and
praying
for
a
license
to
sell
and
Sid. 18th, sch. Charles, Pike, Boston; sip. Jo
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
And this we are told is democracy—and all
seph, Benson, Gloucester ; 19th:, schs. Echo, Jor convey so much of the real estate of said
D. & S. WARD.
Criminals.-—Oliver Clough of Parsons- dan, and Friendship, Clark, do. ; 26th, sch. ward as may be necessary for the payment
who oppose such corruption are “ bankbought whigs !” How much longer will the field, indicted for forging a promissory note Maine, Smith, Boston ; sloop Leader, Biown, of said debts and incidental charges :
PMiyts
Portland.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
people rest quietly under such monstrous for six dollars, was found guilty and sen
Ar. at Boston, 22d, Lima, Nason, of this port, tice thereof to all person^ interested in said
tenced
to
three
years
hard
labor
in
the
abuses of potVer ?
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
from Havana, 6th irjst.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
State Prison, at the late term of the S. J.
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
Ar. at Newburyport, 16th, sch. Jane-Bourne, puldished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Three Churches Burnt.—There were Court at Alfred.
Ezekiel Challies of Perkins, Fredericksburg.
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
in Kennebunk, in said countv, three weeks
three churches,—viz. the French, the Dutch Shapleigh, indicted for an aggravated as
Ar. at New York, 16th, brig Swiss-Boy, Blais
successively, that they mav appear at a Pro which he will sell at a small profit for the
and the African,—in the immediate vicinity sault, was found guilty and sentenced to dell, London, 48.
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said same pay, or approved credit.
SPOKEN.
JAMES HUBBARD.
county,
on the first Monday in November
of the National Theatre, which was destroy six months hard labor in the gaol at Al
3d instant, Jat 42, Inn. 66. ship Propontis, 3
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
days from Boston for Cadiz.
ed by fire, in New Work city, on Monday fred.
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
afternoon last. The fire communicated from'
Installation.—Rev. Eliphalet Porter DISSOLUTION OF ’ CO-PARTNER- of said petition should not be granted.
NOTICE.
the Theatre to these, and the interiors of all
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
SHIP.
Crafts was installed Pastor of the first
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
three were entirely consumed.
A few
FIHHE Co-partnership, heretofore existing
rrpHE subscriber having contracted with
congregational church and society in
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
under the style of Daniel W. Lord
JL the town of Kennebunk, to support
'Other buildings were destroyed, and sever Sandwich, Mass, on the 18th inst. The A
September 14.
&
Co.
has
been
dissolved.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
al were injured by the flames.
The whole Sermon on the occasion was preached by
All persons having unsettled accounts with
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
loss, by the conflagration, is estimated by the the Rev. Alexander Young of Boston.
the late firm, are desired to pay the same to
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
L.
OSBORN
has
received
a
large
supExpress at from $250,000 to $300,000.—
Daniel W. Lord, without any delay, he being
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
•
ply
of
GOODS,
such
as
he
usually
$70,250 were insured on the Theatre and
Flour was dull in New-York market, on fully authorized to settle the whole business
deals in, without any mistake as to price or of said town on his account or on account of
DANIEL W. LORD,
Saturday last, and was quoted at 6 12 1-2 of said firm.
Churches.
quality, and invites his friendsand customers the town, as he will pay no bill for their
JOHN EMERY,
to |6 37 1-2.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
to
call and judge for themselves.
CHARLES A. LORD,
QT^A correspondent of the Boston Ad
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
Country Produce received on good
NATHANIEL LORD.
vertiser says there are now on the stocks
Fair.—The great Fair of the Massa
terms.
Goff’s Mill Tannery, ?
and nearly ready for launching, at the vari chusetts Charitable Mechanic Association
NOTICE.
Sept. 27, 1839. J
He would inform those indebted to him to
ous ship yards in Maine,forty ships and barks, was opened at Quincy Hall, in Boston, on
call soon and settle, that he may be enabled
HE subscribers having contracted with
besides a large
number of brigs and Monday last.
to sell his Goods at a cheap rate.
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup
SCTIOOÆ.
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1839.
port the poor of said town for one year from
schooners. The ships and barks are gener
HE next Term will commence on Mon
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice
ally intended for the freighting business.
(t/^The Belfast Journal (V. B.) establish
RITING FLUID, &c . &c.-An ad that they have made suitable provision for
day, 30th inst. Instruction imparted in
ment is offered for sale.
ditional
supply
of
Stephens
’
the various branches of a thorough English
their support, and are ready to fulfil their
Union Academy.—“ A Catalogue of the
dark and light Blue Writing. Fluid ; Metallic
education ; also in Latin, Greek and French.
contract in every particular.—All persons are
Pens
;
Officers and Students of Union Academy,
(T/^Rev. Edward Edes^oF Augusta, has
J. BURNHAM.
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
Silver and German Silver Ever Pointed said Paupers on our account, or on account of
Kennebunk, Maine, for the Academical been invited to become the pastor of the
Kennebunk, Sept. 23 1839.
Pencil Cases. This day received—for sale bv the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
year 1839,” has just been' published. Total Unitarian Church in this town.
UNIOX ACADEMY,--KENNEBUNK,
D. REMICH. ' pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
number ofStudents during the year 135,—in
Sept. 13.
FI1HE Fall Term in this institution will
or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to
M
ilitary
R
eview
.
—
The
annual
review
A commence on Wednesday, October 2.
the Male Department 92 ; in the Female De
give notice that we have contracted with
of the several companies in this town. Wells Those who wish to become members of this
partment 43.
Siolmasi’s Restorative.
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
and Kennebunk-port, took place yesterday ’ Academy, are desired to be present as near
FEW bottles of this popular and scarce services to the poor for the year above nam
Onr
nnnnr
ir
j
j
the
commencement
of
the
Term
as
convenMedicine just received and for sale by ed.
JOHN HÛTCH1NS,3d.
There are forty-one periodicals published -Um paper, m consequence, goes to press , ient.
L COLBY, Secretary,
D. REMICI!.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
in this State.
this week a few hours earlier than usual.
I Kennebunk, September 14, 1839..
Sept. 13.
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839..
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BRANDRETH’S PIELS,

)( a VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
, JjL proved by the experience of thousand^ to
! be, when properly persevered with, a certain
■ cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
all havino- the same origin, and invariably, arise
■from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
»edieal writers supge« - =iab|
,’he
. MOFFAT’S VEG i namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
bygone years.
tion of the BLOOD.
oniihnpd
. , ETABLE
sTimmr td LIFE
i
M t?
confined tn
lo thnsfi
U.o,e
0(.h(,nlll.ia
MEDICINES,
in every
In a period of little more than three years in
THE PARTING OF SUMMER.
l”h"ch areon the right or left side ol instance where they have been thoroughly the United States, they have restored to a state of
Thou’rt bearing hence thy roses,
used,
have
TRIUMPHED
OVER
DIS

health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
that cavity, whence comes lhe name hypo-,
Glad Summer, fare thee well !
The THOUSAND persons,'who were given over as F11HE most safe and effectual, economical
EASE' in all its diversified forms,
Thou’rt singing thy last melodies
Ch°eyMPTOMS.—Thp common corporeal salutary effects of the Life Medicines have, incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu.
In every wood and dell,
sv//2ptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or in fact, been so universally experienced, that ' standing, and in many cases when every other man Constitution that has ever been discov
remedy
had
been
resorted
to
in
vain.
•
towels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas in the short space of three years, they have
But in the golden sunset
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it ered.
Of thy last lingering day,
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal become fully established as the most easy, be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
Oh I tell me, o’er this chequered earth,
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing safe and perfect mode of treatment ever of pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu- rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
fered
to
the
public.
How hast thou passed away !
the attention upon any subject of importance
tional or frorp some immediate causé, whether ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
It is unnecessary, here, for Mr. Moffat to
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
it be from internal or external injury, it will be or any mineral substance.
Brightly, sweet Summer ! bright
recapitulate
all
the
reasons
which
have
in

or courage. Also ianguidness—the mind be
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex
Thine hours are floated by,
duced
him
to
arrive
at
this
conclusion.
This great principle of li PURGING” in perimenting with different vegetable
To the joyous birds of ibe
b0“S-8’ comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a It is sufficient for him to say, that the disin sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is cines,for the diseases of the liver ; and now
The rangers of the sk/total derangement of the nervous system.— terested testimony of his fellow citizens v\ho found much more convenient to take an occa offers his Universal Pills as the best, most
And brightly ’mi^ the.for^f’ P •
The mental feelings and peculiar train of' have been induced to use the Life Medi sional dose of balfa dozen Pills, and be always convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
well, than to send for a Doctor and.be bled, ed for general use ; and in offering them to
Tn iht wild ^’er wandering tree ,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over cines, will fieely be offered lo any one
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
And brigb* midsl lhe ?ardehn fl0We'S
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di who may feel disposed to call at his Office, if you are not killed, you will be sore to have the public he is actuated more by benevolent
To the/7aPPy murmuring bee.
versity. The wisest and best of men are as 367 Broadway. He has there on file sever months of miserable weakness, and the only one than pecuniary motives, as thet price of the
al thousand letters, voluntarily proffered by
open to this affliction as the weakest.
pujAow to human bosoms,
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the medicine will show.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of’ his patients, the receipt and perusal of which difference between the appearance of those two
They are mild and pleasant in their opera
With all their hopes and fears,
And thoughts that make them eagle-wings, treatment are to remove indigestion and has given him more pleasure than all the persons—one has been treated by your regular tion, and convey almost immediate convic
To pierce the unborn years ?
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he tion of their utility from the first dose. They
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir wealth of the East could confer.
The reader rnay not perhaps be aware is, see how the shadow of death throws his can be taken with safety by persons of age;,
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Sweet Summer ! to the captive
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con that the origin of Moffat’s Life Medicines solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
Thou hast flown in burning dreams ,
versation.
The bowels (if costive) being care was the result of a protracted and painful ill see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes delicate, are strengthened by their operation
Of the woods, with all their whispering
fully
regulated
by the occasional use ofa ness of their originator, Mr. John Moffat.— sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, because they clear the system of humors
leaves,
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
mild aperient.
We know nothing better When taken ilt, Mr. M. was a prosperous the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
And the blue rejoicbig streams He quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. and flourishing merchant in the lower part says, “most inveterate case of Liver com from whatever source, and invariably produce
of
the
city
;
and
having
•consulted
and
emsound sleep.
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
To the wasted and the weary,
ploved a "number of our most skilful phy plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
On the bed of sickness bound,
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme
tain in their operation. The bowels being
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures ! i. e.
Jn swift delicious fantasies,
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile sicians ; he, after months of suffering,. was Mercury and Blèeding, ruined his constitution, dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
That changed with every sound
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti prevailed upon to purchase the recipe of the better say.—So to save life you must half poison ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and invaluable preparation which he now offers with that comforter of the teeth and gums— stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints,
To the sailor on the billows,
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
without dispute have proved a great blessing to the public.
In longings wild and vain,
The effect of the Life Medicines in his erable the sad remainder of his existence ; this is mencement will invariably check their pro
to
the
numerous
public.
For the gushing founts and breezy hills,
gress, and save the patient from a protracted
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of own case was unparalleled in the history called curing. Shocking folly !
And the homes of earth again !
Let us now look at your “ purged” man — the
Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this of Medical experience ; and be immediately man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
determined
to
offer
the
world
a
Medicine
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
And unto me glad Sum.mer !
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of ble in nervous and hypocohdriaeal affections,
How hast thou flown to me !
thority in existence condemns it, every medi to which he not only owed his life but his conscious strength, his countenance is clear loss of appetite and all complaints to which
.My chainless footstep nought hath kept
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it happiness. The uniform success which has and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with females alone are subject. They operate as
From thy haunts of song and glee.
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, since attended their administration in every the feeling of new life and animation ; he has a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
and that the latter should do so in opposition instance where a fair trial has been given been confined a few days to his bed, but he us certain remedy for worms in children.
Thou hast flown in wayward visions,
I might publish a volume of certificates1
to their personal interests, must be attributed them, has been attested by thousands and ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
In memories of the dead—
soon rose without any injury being sustained but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
either
to their candor and love of truth, or to incontestibly proves their intrinsic merit.
In shadows, from a troubled heart,
The
LIFE
MEDICINES
can
be
taken
by
his
constitution.
Instead
ofbeing
months
in
will reccommend itself to all who will make
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
O’er thy sunny pathway shed ;
with safety by persons of any age ; and the a weak state he will be stronger, after he has trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
entirely
recovered
the
attack
:
because
his
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that feeble, the infirm, the nervous and the deli- blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
In brief and sudden strivings
To fling a weight aside—
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis' cate are strengthened by their operation, be ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
’Midst these
melodies have ceased,
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad cause by their prompt and proper action up solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
And all thy roses died.
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to on the secretions of the system, and their down by useless particles', but has renewed his pills, price 25cents.
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”1 assimilation with and purification of the life and body both.
But oh ! thou gentle Summer !
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s lhe above pills in the United States—of
and wishes nobody to believe that he sellsj blood, they clear the system of all bad hu
If 1 greet thy flowers once more,
mors, quiet all nervous irritability, and inva Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de whom they may be had in any quantities, at
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
Bring me again thy buoyancy
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil riably produce sound health.
Wherewith my soul would soar.
For full particulars relative to the various corrupt humors .of the blood those humors
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
Alexander Warren is Agent for thesale
cause disease—they impede the func
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di diseases and inodes of treatment with the which
Xarive me to hail thy sunshine,
tions of the liver when they settle upon that of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Life
Medicines,
the
reader
is
referred
to
the
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
With song and spirit free ;
Aug. 24, 1839.
organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Or, in a purer air than this,
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the Good Samaritan, published gratuitously by muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
W.
B. MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, in which
rpOTHE
AFFLICTED! DR. RICHMay that next meeting be I
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
are also published a selection from numer nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro A
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
duce
consumption
;
or.
upon
the
intestines,
cos

pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth ous flattering and congratulatory letters re tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
Commissioners* Wotice.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
ers,
and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev ceived the past few months.
E, the subscribers, having been ap* ’ '
or Z.J'J
HeadLIFE of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and or Liver.Complaints, Dizziness
ery
case
of delirium tremens, or that disease
MOFFAT’S
VEGETABLE
■ pointed by the Hon. William A.
all who behold them.
ache, Wandering or settled Bains, Sinking
Hayes Judge of Probate for the County of which is brought on by intemperance ; in PILLS and PHENIX BITTERS, are sold
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
York, Commissioners to receive and exam the wretched horrors of mind and body which wholesale and retail by WM. B. MOFFAT, the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Faintness, Nervous Debility,, Costiveness,
ine the claims of the several creditors to the accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap 1367 Broadway, New-York, to whom all let ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser Piles, and all general derangements of
health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the ters must be directed post-paid.
estate of
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
stomach and bowels, which have been just
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
LYNTH1A LANGTON,
is
extending
itself
;
far
and
wide
it
is
becoming
he universal estimation in
ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”—
late of Berwick, in said county of York, de uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS known, and more and more appreciated.
state
of
the
fluids
—
in
all
these
cases,
and
in
The cure by purging may more, depend up These Bitters have proved a certain and
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
notice that the term of six months is allowed others mentioned in the bills of directions factorily demonstrated by the increasing de on the laws which produce sweetness or purity speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
imto the said creditors for to bring in their given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, mand for them in every State and section than may be generally imagined. Whatever ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
claims and prove their debts; anti that we that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in of the Union, and by the voluntary tes tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because cessary to publish a long list of puffing re
shall attend to that service at the dwelling terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT timonials to their remarkable efficacy which it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity commendations upon which lhe merits of
of constant exercise is seen.
many advertised medicines depend.
house of Richard Shapleigb, Esq., in said FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which are every where offered. It is not less from
When constant exercise cannot be used
(^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
Berwick on the last Monday of September are sold with them, will effect immediate re a deeply gratifying confidence that they are FROM ANY CAJJS'E, the occasional use of
They are put m Flat Bottles, with thenext, and on the last Mondays of October, lief; and if used Jtut for a fair period of trial the means of extensive and inestimable good Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
November and December following, from a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond among bis afflicted fellow creatures, than Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain following words blown in the glass “S. 0.
one to four o’clock in the afternoon of each a doubt by daily testimonies which would from interested considerations, that the pro of life, are kept free from those impurities Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. prietor of these pre-eminently successful which would prevent its steady current minis with a label which covers the cork, and be
of said days.
RICHARD SHAPLEIGH, ? Commis- EVANS can conscientiously request confi- medicines is desirous of keeping them con tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre sure that a fac simile of tny signature is up
It is na on the label, so that the cork cannot be
dence.
OLIVER BUTLER, Jr.,
$ sioners.
stantly before the public eye.
The sale of vented from becoming mixed with it.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations’ every additional box and bottle is a guaran- ture which is thus assisted through the means drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
Berwick, August 28, 1839.
ile of my signature upon the outer en
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile' tee that some person will be relieved from a and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York velope, without which none are genuine.
CoEiBiiiagssioiBers ’ Wotice.
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are greater or less degree of suffering, and be
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 The great success of this medicine has in
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge submitted by the following important and ex improved in genera! health ; for in no case Bowery, between Prince and Houston its.
duced a number of unprincipled persons to
traordinary
cures
effected
by
their
highly
; of suff ering from disease can they be taken
of Probate for the County of York,
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
imitate it in various ways.— Remember his
medicinal qualities—all of which may be in vain. The proprietor has never known
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Commissioners to receive and examine all
Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.‘ nor been infomied of an instance in which
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
the claims of the several creditors to the es
pretence whatever.
100, Chatham st. One or two of these he’ they have failed to do good.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
In lhe most
tate of
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
Pittsburg, Pa. J 54 Wood street.
JONATHAN STONE,
Agent for the New England States. Pre
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
public.
late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, ting
,
chronic
dyspepsia,
torpid
liver,
rheumatism,
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
represented insolvent, hereby give notice thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer for sevi asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cosSt. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Richardson’s Laboratory.
Sold Wholesale
that they will attend for that purpose, at the eral years, for the great benefit she has received fromj tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
office of William B. Sewall, in said Kenne the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Bills. She' swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
street, Boston, and by most Druggists
bunk, on the last Mondays of October, De has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tighl- all other chronic affections of the organs and
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
throughout the New England States. Mer
iiess across lhe stomach, shortness nf breath, and palpi-’ membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
cember and February next, from one to Iii tation
How
to
be
securefront
Counterfeit
Pills
of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
chants in the country can receive them
four o’clock in the afternoon of each of said i■ her ; but since using your
_ _______
______
Camomile
Tonic Pills, her- and permanency which few persons would purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
Never purchase without being positively sure safely packed in boxes, hy forwarding an
days:—and that the term of six months j complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with»• theoretically believe, but to which thousands
order, and the usual discount will be allow
from the second day of September instant, > out fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy' have testified from happy experience.
In that the person selling has an Engraved cer
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle.
is allowed said creditors for bringing in their life comfortably again.
colds and coughs, which, if neglected su tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are
renewed
;
no
Certificate
being
any
guarantee
claims and proving their debts.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1 perinduce the most fatal diseases of the after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the 50 cts. per paper.
WILLIAM B. SEWALL, ? Commis- have been so unwell that J was unable to attend to, lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, holder are genuine.
Sold also by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, fc
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin these medicines, if taken but for three or
DANIEL REMICH,
$ sioners.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied S. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, JohnH.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain1 four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1839.
by
Mr.
J
ohn
O.
L
angley
,
my
only
Travelling
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
continual pain and dizzinesSin my bead ; 1 used differ’ so promote the insensible perspiration, and Ao?ent in Maine—or by ordering from my Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass;
so
relieve
the
system
of
febrile
action
and
Principal
Neto
England
Office,
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
do. Samuel Adams ; Buxton, Thomas S.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
taking your invaluable Camomile! and Aperient Pills j( feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
AMUEL MENDUM would inform the their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew I delightful sense of convalescence in the
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F.
Gentlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office morning ; and though the usual symptoms JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
to express tny gratitude to you in person. In the
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
that he continues to carry on the Tailoring
ofa cold should partially return during the
mean time 1 subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover,
Business, in a neat and fashionable manner,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
B.S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John HDr. Wm. Evans.
at his Shop over Mr. Phineas Stevens’.
next hburof'bed-time will almost invariably and Seleucus Adams ;
Wheeler.
He therefore need only add that his effect permanent relief, without further aid.
Lyman, William Huntress;
Having recently taken lessons in Cutting of
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
Mr. Jas. L. Ross of Saco, (well known for his CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
superior skill in Cutting,) thinks he shall give his
Sanford, Eliot Tihbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
satisfaction to all who employ him.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
All garments made warranted to fit.
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Cutting done at short notice.
his authorised agents in town and country. of the most aferming kind, will awake with
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
Garments made for cash at the following
(J^’The above invaluable medicines can the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
prices :—Common Dress Coat or Frock $3— be obtained, at the following places, from the enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Pants $1—Single breast Vest 75.
AGENTS.
Wells, Ogtmquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
Kennebunk, September 6, 1839.
turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce Spear ;
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
York—Cape Neddick, George M. F reeral inflammations, however critical, will yield
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
—the former to small and the latter to large man ;
AT AUCTION.
D. Remich, Kennebunk;
York, Alexander Dennett ;
doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
PUMPS will be sold at Public AucC. W. KIMBALL
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
lylrfjO tion, at the store of Capt. Daniel
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
ness, and very many other varieties of the
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport;
Curtis in Kennebunk, on Saturday the fifth
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden ;
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
day of October next, at 2 o’clock, afternoon,
nebunk and vicinity,, that he has ta*
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
cacy of the Phenix Bitters.
Fuff directions
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
and one dozen Iron Rakesand a small lot of
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Alexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly
for the use of these medicines, and showing
Hoops. They will be sold to pay wharfage,
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
their distinctive applicability to different P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams,
storage and freight on a lot sent to Boston
R. G. Lincoln, Halloyvell ;
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted k
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo up in good order for the above named busi
complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
and other expenses.
J.
Goss
;
F.
&
E.
H.
Newbegin
;
be
obtained,
wholesale
and
retail,
at
367
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
Broadway, where numerous certificates of
Cornish, John McLellan ;
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
Kennebunk, Sept. 11, 1839.
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
their unparalleled success are always open to
Limington, James McArthur;
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
ranted.
—ALSO—
inspection.
Waterborough, James Leavett ;
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
ffi/^AlI post paid letters will receive im
Chaise Repairiiag1 & Painting
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
z
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
mediate attention.
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
done at short notice and on the most reasona
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Shapleigb, M. Goodwin ;
AS taken the office in this village lately
ble terms.
— also—
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Sold wholesale and retail byl WM. B.
Acton, Wm. Evans. •
occupied by J. Bradbury, Esq., and
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
will promptly attend to such professional buAmbrose

the old fashioned Family Sleigh," constantly
H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
liberal deduction made to those who pur
241 Broadway, N. Y.
siness as may be entrusted to his care.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
chase to sell again.
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
May,
1839.
purchased in this State.
Various kinds of
Refer to
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
Agent—Daniel Remicb, Kennebunk.
Gen. Isaac Hodsdon, ? D
Caleb Crafts, Minot;
LUMBER taken in part payment.
The Life Medicines may also be had of
P. Roeeks.l B’"gOr'
Hon. Jon.
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ; the principal druggists in every town Bass Viol
Violin Strings. March 28,1838.
Hon. Sam’l. Butman,
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
throughout the United States and the Cana
FRESH lot of Bass Viol and Violin
Dixrnont.
Henry Butman, Esq.,
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
Strings, of superior quality, this day
Hon. H. J. Anderson, Belfast.
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
received—for sale bv
A CASKS LIME, for sale by
Hon. Gorham Parks, Portland.
New-York.
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
D. REMICH.
V
JAMES LORD»
Kennebunk, August 8,1839.
April 20, 1839.
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11,1839.
Kennebunk, August 23,1839«.
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V/ amount of bodily and mental misery
„ricinp-from a n<reglect of small complaints
jo
nn
is incalculable, and it is therefore of the utmost importance that a strict attention to the
least and most trifling bodily infirmities
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